Overview
The St. Louis Office for Developmental Disability Resources (DD Resources) has created this policy to provide you with details about how your information will be handled using DD Resources’ website, the acceptable use of DD Resources’ website, and data integrity. The term DD Resources website refers to the domain stldd.org. DD Resources reserves the right to modify the content of this policy without notice. It is recommended that users check the contents of this policy periodically.

Terms of Use
Browsing the DD Resources website gives consent to the information that DD Resources collects. User gives consent that the DD Resources’ website will not be utilized in an unlawful or malicious manner and acknowledge that DD Resources monitors such activity. Any evidence deemed unlawful or malicious may be provided to law enforcement officials.

Information We Collect
While browsing through the DD Resources website reading, printing, or downloading, no PII (personally identifying information) will be revealed unless the user knowingly provides this information.

DD Resources may collect specific data including but not limited to user experience, behavior, and technical information regarding software, hardware and location. This information gathered is solely used for internal purposes for tasks such as, providing site analytics, malicious activity, and site performance.

Missouri Sunshine Law
DD Resources is subject to Chapter 610 of the Revised Statutes of Missouri, known as the Sunshine Law. The Sunshine Law is the embodiment of Missouri’s commitment to openness in government. Any data or information obtained from the DD Resources website may be subject to public disclosure pursuant to the Sunshine Law.

Content Accuracy
DD Resources publishes information on this website as a service to the general public. Although we strive for accuracy, instances may occur that prevent site content being updated or corrected in a timely manner; therefore, we do not warrant or guarantee any information on this site.

Data Security
Any internet communication is not completely secure and subject to errors or malfunction in data transmission and storage. DD Resources does not warrant or guarantee complete security by accessing its website but does ensure that preventative and appropriate measures are taken to mitigate such risks.

Linking to Other Websites
The DD Resources’ website provides links to other websites. However, DD Resources has no control over the websites and does not warrant or guarantee the content of external websites. The content provided by external websites are the sole responsibility of the those who maintain them and are not necessarily the views of DD Resources.
Cookies

DD Resources’ website may use cookies to improve the user experience. A cookie is a small file that a webserver will place on a user’s device for enhanced communication between the two devices. Users have the option of disabling cookies or alerting when cookies are being sent by changing their browser settings. Please note that disabling cookies on your browser can potentially alter the functionality of the website.

Digital Media

All Digital Media is property of DD Resources or licensed to DD Resources for public use. Digital media is not to be used or copied by any visitor. If you wish to inquire about utilizing DD Resources’ digital media, please contact info@stlrd.org.

Contacting DD Resources

Please contact the St. Louis Office for Developmental Disability Resources if you have any questions or concerns. Please be aware that it is sometimes necessary to use or share your personally identifiable information with DD Resources’ staff or others outside of DD Resources to effectively address your questions or concerns.